
 

L60 Automatic Aluminum Tube Filling Machine with Material 
Pressing Machine 
 

 
 
L60 automatic tube filling machine with material pressing machine , adopts imported original 
German Siemens PLC control, imported original frequency conversion speed regulation (VicRuns), 
the main motor adopts Taiwan (CPG) gear reducer, the noise is smaller, pneumatic original parts 
are adopted (AIRTAC), imported original Germany (SICK) photoelectric sensor. 
 
Used in medicine, cosmetics, light industry (daily chemical), pharmaceutical, food and other 
industries, for the selection of hoses for enterprise products, such equipment can be used for 
ointments, ointments, creams, gels or viscosity fluids. 
 
Fill the inside of the aluminum tube, then fold the tail of the aluminum tail and print the code to 
produce the finished product, packaging material and filling material.  
 
Advantages:    
 
1. Stable mechanical structure, using German FAG bearings, higher precision, longer service life 
and lower noise 
2. The sealing effect is good, one time molding, more beautiful and direct stability 
3. Faster, more reasonable structure, the fastest one minute 80 minutes per minute 
4. The machine frame platform is cast and manufactured, 30mm thick cast iron platform substrate, 
the cast iron structure is not easy to be deformed, the frame is heavy, the seismic performance is 
better, and the service life is longer. 
5. The configuration is higher, the main components such as the German Siemens brand motor 
PLC6. The motor adopts Taiwan CPG gear reducer with less noise. 
7. The filling system adopts ceramic pump structure with high precision, no pollution and wear 
resistance. 



8. The sealing parts are made of German imported DC53 material and are vacuum-fired for longer 
wear life.      
 
Hydraulic press drum: 
 
Hydraulic pressure feeder is a planetary mixer or power dispersing machine equipment, its role is 
to be produced by the mixer high viscosity glue dispensing or discharge. The equipment consists 
of a hydraulic system, rack, lifting bracket and control box and other components. Its 
characteristics are: hydraulic cylinder can be adjusted within the range of pressure levels 0-20 
Mpa, Piston rod can stay in any position, And can work continuously under pressure maintaining 
and Regulators work, Aprons platen in contact with the tank wall within the container (which can 
carry the vacuum degassing apparatus, the material inside the container can be drained without 
stagnation. Is supported by a hydraulic crane lifted to the top position, easy to operate as sub-
working staff, it has a simple structure, convenient operation. 
 
Power rig Machine is one of the toppest tube filling machine, automatic tube filling machine, fully 
automatic tube filling machine factory. During these years of exporting, Power rig Machine now 
has rich experience in the worldwide markets. 
 
We will recommend the right tube filling sealing machine based on your tube material.    
 
Parameter 
 

Weight  1200 Kg  

Dimension  1900*1400*2000mm  

Power  220V/50Hz  

Motor  2.2 Kw  

Filling Quantity  3-20ml,15-75ml, 75-250ml 

Capacity  50-60 tpm 

 


